Certified
PARAGLIDING & PARAMOTOR COURSE

BECOME A
PARAGLIDER PILOT

Pursue your passion.

BEGINNER
PARAGLIDING
COURSE
Designed for an absolute beginner who would like to become a
solo independent pilot. The entire course take no more than ten
days including final test and issuance of PGTI international license.

Beginner Paragliding
Module

Included

Price

Day 1: Ground Training
Day 2: Ground Handling
Day 3: First Hops
Day 4: Flight Exercises
Day 5: Theory and Exam

Free use of school
paragliding gear, radio,
helmet.

Php 5,000 per day.

Novice Pilot Module

Included

Price

Day 6: Pre-Soaring
Day 7: Soaring
Day 8: Improving your skills
Day 9: Instability &
emergencies
Day 10: Theory and
examinations

Free use of school
paragliding gear, radio,
helmet.

Php 2,000 per day.

Exercises are conducted on
a training hill at Carmona
Fly-site.

Transport to LZ/TO.

Timing
07:00 to 10:00
or
15:00 to 18:00

Timing
08:00 to 12:00

REFRESHMENT
COURSE
This 5 days refreshment course is designed for pilots who have
been inactive for a long time and would like to gain their
confidence back. Or students who would like to learn Paragliding
at their own pace.
Mini Course
Php 2,000 per day
Instructional Tandem 3,500 per flight.
• Book your paragliding tutor (online,
over the phone or in person).
• Reserve you slot from our website.
• Check the weather forecast the
evening before your booking, get the
go ahead and start time.
• Meet at our meeting point at
Carmona.
• Sign in and meet the instructors.
• We all gather at training sites on the
early morning.
• Introductory safety briefing.
• Explanation of the equipment and
site assessment.
• Demonstration of how to launch the
wing.
• Time for you to have a go at practice
launching on the flat!
• As the day goes on we aim to
progress up the slope and achieve
higher flights – weather depending.
• You fly through the air with a massive
grin on your face!
• If the weather is suitable you might
also get a tandem flight. (at extra
charge)
• Debrief and head to the coffee shop
for refreshment and chit chat.
• You get hooked on paragliding!

WHEN YOU CAN FLY:
We pride ourselves on being the only
full time paragliding active team in the
Philippines who flies all the time. We
have even been know to fly on
Christmas and new year’s day! At
night when full moon is out!
WHO YOU FLY WITH:
We have a team of full time qualified
paragliding instructors who have your
safety and enjoyment as number one
priority. All our instructors are
experienced paragliding pilots who
have flown all over the world and are
rather obsessed with paragliding!
WHERE YOU FLY:
Just 40min drive from Manila at
Carmona Fly-site. A safe uncrowded
airspace on beginner friendly site.
WHY WE FLY:
Because it’s epic and you’ll never
forget it!

PARAMOTOR
COURSE

Paramotor course is designed for beginners or transitioning pilots
or as a refreshment course. Progressing pilots also learn the
basics of power plant maintenance. The course is aimed at
acquiring a national paramotor licence and exclusive entry to
Philippines Paramotor Association.
Price

Course Outline
Beginner Course

Full 10 days module.

Php 5000/day

Transition Course

3 to 5 days training from paragliding to
powered paragliding.

Php 5000/day

Refreshment
Course

Ground handling and powered flight

Php 3000/day

Requirements & Provisions:
Monitor Gear is the only legitimate and certified school in the country, all our
instructors are international world class pilots who have successfully trained
hundreds of paragliding students. We always aim for safety and high quality service
for all our students, please be reminded that your instructor will decide your
physical and mental abilities before embarking on your new adventure endeavor.
Included with every course:
• Reading and educational material
• Radio, Helmets and Gliders
• Transportation within the fly site
We also provide accommodation in a close proximity of the fly site at a very
reasonable price. Usually single room in a fully furnished house that can be used to
maximize your time on the field. For those who would prefer more privacy there are
resort with excellent accommodation close to the fly site.

Getting Started
The absolute first no-nonsense rule is you must take lessons. Learning to fly a
hang glider or paraglider entails the same level of knowledge and skill as flying
an airplane. You wouldn’t buy an airplane and try to learn to fly it on your own,
would you? If the answer is anything other than an emphatic “No!” you should
consider some other pursuit, like hitting the casinos, since you like risk. Lessons
get you airborne as quickly as possible, but also in a safe, gradual progression.
You can find the accredited schools and certified instructors by contacting the
Monitor Gear. They will hook you up with the operations in your area. You will
typically start on flat ground and learn to handle the glider, after which you will
gradually move up the hill. At first, you will probably feel a bit awkward trying to
move while balancing the wing sitting over your head. But have you ever seen
films of hawks or eagles in the nest? At first they are floundering, but they
gradually become as balanced as a ballerina, even though they are still unable to
fly. Soon, however, they are standing in the breeze, letting their outstretched
wings float in the air. Finally, after venturing little hops into the wind, with one
last bit of “moxie,” they break free and glide away on a warm air current. Soon
they are arcing and soaring through the air with ease. This synopsis illustrates the
progress of a hang glider and paragliding student; it will no doubt closely reflect
your experience. A new pilot typically requires a few lessons to really feel
comfortable ground handling the glider and taking simple, straight flights.
During your early lessons, you will learn to perform well-controlled takeoffs, and
level flight and landings. Even though the flights will be close to the ground, you
will be overcome with exCITE!ment. Once you are clicking on these basics, it’s
on to making higher flights and initiating turns. Again the progress is gradual,
until you can perform continuous turns at will, fly from any height, and set up
excellent landings. In the process you will add more wind and varied conditions
to your repertoire, until eventually you learn to soar and join the birds in their
milieu. At some point along the way, you will wake up and realise you have
achieved the dream. With flying, it is important to remember that there isn’t any
rush. The experience is enjoyable at every level. No doubt, you will meet other
students who are learning at the same time. And, typically, you will form a bond
with them, for all of you are going through a life-changing experience together.
These new friends and other more skilled pilots make up the community that you
will fly with and continue to learn from. We are always learning more about how
to perform better or more precisely, how our wings work, and how to observe
the natural conditions, such as clouds and soaring birds, as well as a lot about
weather and the wondrous sky we inhabit. But the learning is fun and opens our
eyes to an entirely new world.

Sample proficiency card issued by Monitor Gear Inc.
along with certificate and an online course completion
certificate that's accessible to any international clubs
or association via secure online access.

Equipment and Cost
When you first begin to spread your wings, your school or instructor will supply
the equipment appropriate for your skill level and size, including a glider, harness,
and helmet. The harness is what hooks us securely to the glider. You may have an
appropriate helmet you can use, but lightweight helmets with good peripheral
vision are optimal, so you may be asked to use a school helmet. After you have
progressed to flying higher and are ready to fly on your own, you will consider
buying your own equipment. New pilots often consider buying used equipment,
because as they progress, they may want a better performing glider or simply a
new model in special colors. Whether you buy used or new, your school and
instructor are the best sources of information. There are many things to consider
when buying equipment, and only a professional knows what to look for. For
example, you need a glider and harness appropriate for your skill level, weight,
and price range. Also, a professional can judge the condition of the gear and
equipment. There are plenty of earlier gliders that did not have the full safety or
convenience features of today’s models, so expert guidance will keep you safe. Be
very wary of buying a glider online without the advice of an expert. Of course, you
can avoid all doubt by purchasing a new glider (most schools are also equipment
dealers). No matter what you purchase, your school and instructor can help you
transition into the new equipment.
Physical Demands
How much of a superman do you need to be to fly like Superman? Training gliders
typically weigh 40 to 50 pounds. That may seem like a lot, but in practice you learn
to balance the glider on your shoulders and with the slightest bit of air movement,
lift is created, which helps loft the glider. Once you have the glider up and pointed
into the wind, you will begin to run. As soon as you move the glider, additional lift
is created, so within a step or three you are not supporting much weight; all you
are doing is maintaining running speed (or flying if you have progressed to taking
off) and control. The control itself does not require a lot of strength at the
beginning level, since you will be flying simple gliders designed for ease of
control, and you will be flying in gentle conditions. To be sure, if you are learning
at a hill, as opposed to towing, you will have to climb the hill to get repeated
training flights. Your instructor will help pace you and keep the learning fun. And
in the process, you may even get in a little better shape! Later, when you fly
higher, you will probably reach the top by car, so you can revert to your former lazy
self if you wish.

attitude, and you can enjoy an accident-free flying career. Some people have a
fear of heights. You may be surprised to find out that some pilots do as well. But
fear of heights is not generally a logical matter - it is often a confidence issue.
There are pilots who will not go to the edge of a hill without their glider, but once
they are hooked in to the wing, their fear subsides and off they go, free as a
bluebird. If you have a fear of heights, let your instructor know, and he or she may
progress a little more slowly with you. At any rate, nothing is more rewarding than
conquering a fear. You can do it with hang gliding and paragliding, because you
build confidence along with your skills at each stage of the process.
Feelings
Everything we have been talking about to this point has been mostly factual, but
now let’s launch together, so you can feel the essence of free flight. You begin on
the hill with a good breeze blowing in your face. The smell of mown grass wafting
up from the valley below adds to the pleasurable feelings. A butterfly flutters
within your stomach, but you smile because she has been there before, and she’s
only there to focus your attention. You lift and balance the glider, facing the wind.
Then, with little hesitation, you take long strides to begin your run down the
slope. You are quickly airborne, and you fly away from the hill. The swoop of the
takeoff and the pure essence of flight fill you with joy. You settle into a smooth
glide, looking at the world from a perspective few humans can fathom. Everything
moves as in a floating dream. The little houses, cars, and trees below look like
toys. You smile and initiate a swooping turn, wave back at launch, and watch
another glider a bit below. Suddenly you realize where he is heading. A hawk has
started turning out front, and you both aim to join him. You fly over to explore the
hawk’s territory and find a smooth thermal updraft that you try to ride. The hawk
has a bit more experience than you, and as he rises to your level, he looks you in
the eye before passing by. You feel as if you could have reached out and touched
him. You tell him in jest, “I see you little brother, and someday we will be tip-to-tip
and exploring the sky together.” For now you are content to focus on how truly
marvelous it is to fly like a dream. It is the reward for having the sense of
adventure and purpose to learn how to spread your wings. It is a sense of
absolute freedom. We know; we have all been there.

Attention
Our courses are offered by certified instructors. Once you have
completed the full module you will receive a national license that give
you the right to fly on any site local or international. Uncertified training
is both costly and hazardous no national license is offered. Be aware
when embarking on any active or extreme sports and make sure you
learn from certified nationally recognized associations. Please visit
www.monitorgear.me/school.html for more info.

www.paraglide-tandem-intl.org.

